Chapter Three

Early Aristotle (384-322 BC)

Aristotle's life was beset with both opportunity and improbability. He was
born in Stagira, Macedon, the son of Nicomachus, the court physician of
Macedonia's King Amyntus III, who was also the grandfather of Alexander
the Great. Alexander later became Aristotle's student and still later, his patron. Aristotle traveled to Athens at the age of seventeen to study in Plato's
Academy, and he seems to have become Plato' s favorite and most productive
disciple, having authored a variety of texts and dialogues more or less supportive of Plato's philosophy. It seems Aristotle left Plato's Academy shortly
before Plato's death in 348-47 BC, possibly because of growing theoretical
differences as perhaps illustrated for example, by Plato's insistence in Laws
X that elderly atheists be executed despite Socrates' ordeal on similar
charges. After Plato's death Aristotle seems to have returned to Athens to
compete for the vacant leadership of the Academy, only to find that Plato's
nephew Speusippus, had already been selected to serve as its director. Aristotle then severed ties with the Academy and left Athens accompanied by
Theophrastus, a fellow student who became his principal disciple for the rest
of his life, as later suggested by his final will in which Theophrastus was
included along with Aristotle's own family.
Aristotle next taught at Assos, where he enjoyed a close friendship with
its dictator, Hermias and his adoptive daughter, Pythias, whom Aristotle
married. Within the next year or so he was summoned to Mitylene by King
Phillip to tutor his son, Alexander the Great, and he served in this capacity
for two years before Alexander became regent of Macedonia during Phillip's
military campaign abroad. Aristotle's ties with Alexander remained amicable
during Alexander's Asian conquests despite Alexander's execution of Aristotle's nephew Callisthenes for insubordination. On friendly terms with both
Alexander and Antipater, Alexander's regent in Greece, Aristotle returned to
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Athens in 335 BC after an absence of twelve years. Unable to join Plato's
Academy despite Speusippus's recent death, he established his own school,
the Lyceum, and remained there for the next thirteen years as a scholar and
teacher, both gathering a large assortment of scientific data and teaching his
students as they strolled among the colonnades (perapitos-hence the use of
the word "peripatetic" to describe his teachings). This was the most productive phase in his life. With the help of his disciples, he was estimated to have
authored as many as four hundred texts, which would roughly be equivalent
to long chapters in a modem book.
Among the 150 to 200 texts that can be identified by their titles, not more
than thirty or so can be definitively traced to Aristotle's authorship. Some
scholars have estimated that he could reliably be identified as the sole author
of only four of these texts and that most of the rest were recorded or partially
authored by his disciples. However, his unique style that combined precision
and complexity seems the same throughout most of them, suggesting that
Aristotle's authorship was for the most part his own. A million words of text
can be attributed to him, compared to Plato's output of 600,000 words.
Unlike Plato, Aristotle more readily took into account alternate possibilities
suggested by others, and his analysis displayed this skill in a variety of fields.
Whereas Plato could expatiate at length in response to relatively short questions posed by his disciples, Aristotle put effort into summarizing credible
analysis by others before launching into his own more conclusive findings in
such fields as physics, biology, aesthetics, metaphysics, rhetoric, government, politics, and, not least, deductive logic. He formalized ethics based on
the so-called Golden Mean as the pursuit of moderation relevant to all aspects of human behavior. Similarly, his Politics suggested appropriate roles
in society, and his Poetics identified the impact of catharsis--i.e. emotional
gratification--as the most essential aspect of literary achievement. Altogether
he played an essential role in establishing all these fields of inquiry and at
advanced levels.
Aristotle's intention was the full elucidation of complex issues rather than
inspirational effect, but his effort turned out to be successful on both accounts. His methodology alone was a valuable contribution in encouraging
the sustained pursuit of a "smaller and finite number of principles" as explained many centuries later by Ockham's famous "razor"--which was also
effectively Aristotelian--that the simplest adequate explanation is finally the
most likely. Aristotle offered exactly this justification, for example, in De
Caelo (On the Heavens), "Obviously then it would be better to assume a
finite number of principles. They should in fact be as few as possible, consistent with proving what has to be proved." 1 In other words, final analysis
should be both sufficient and appropriate to the theoretical issues under consideration. Notably, with regard to cosmology his unified explanation of the
universe turned out to consist of a basic theory of "mass in sustained mo-
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tion"-effectively combining two of the three ingredients in Einstein's famous equation. This reductive skill of Aristotle was important to the advancement of both science and philosophy.
As for Aristotle's secular perspective, a major difficulty is that much of
his analysis was in conflict with one or more orthodoxies, and censorship too
often became a factor either through the destruction of texts or through their
textual modification. The outright eradication of ancient secular texts was
commonplace throughout ancient and medieval history, and today's almost
total absence of extant writings by Strato, Theophrastus, and Clitomachus
suggests a similar fate, as does the absence of Democritus' theory of atomism, including Aristotle's single essay on Democritus.
To avoid censorship and the possibility of prosecution by the citizens of
Athens, Aristotle reserved the full examination of his theories for his students
and disciples, while his less offensive writings were made available to the
public. Plutarch records a letter to Aristotle from Alexander the Great that
obviously refers to this distinction:
Alexander to Aristotle greeting. You have not done well to publish your books
of oral doctrine [i.e. information exclusively for the benefit of students]; for
what is there now that we excel others in, if those things which we have been
particularly instructed to be laid open to all? For my part, I assure you, I had
rather excel others in the knowledge of what is excellent, than in the extent of
my power and dominion. Farewell. 2

Here Alexander asserted his presumed right as an ex-student to have
access to Aristotle's theories that were to be kept unavailable to the public at
large. By publishing his ideas, Aristotle had disregarded this supposed convention. Alexander's complaint discloses the distinction at the time between
"exoteric" public knowledge and "esoteric" oral doctrine or "knowledge of
what is excellent," the latter reserved for colleagues and disciples as opposed
to fellow citizens at large. 3 The right to examine this information was restricted to these privileged individuals, and whatever was later preserved was
recorded only in the so-called "acroamatic" transcripts in the possession of
Aristotle himself. Quite by accident it was the strictly esoteric texts that
became available for publication many centuries later. The texts available to
the public at large at the time have all been lost, whereas those kept confidential were later salvaged and continue to exist today.
Arguably, Aristotle's grand theoretical synthesis was the most remarkable
achievement of ancient Greek philosophy. While Plato's unified concept of
transcendent mind, as earlier suggested by Anaxagoras, provided a substantial philosophical advance upon the scattered assortment of theories by preSocratic natural philosophers, Aristotle provided a more challenging theoretical perspective that effectively reformulated these theories on a more defensible basis. By doing so he paradoxically laid the groundwork for both relig-
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ious orthodoxy and the many fields of scientific inquiry taken for granted
today. His encyclopedic achievements included the invention of both biology
and deductive logic as independent disciplines, and his later theoretical contributions anticipated Ockham's Razor, Bacon's induction, Spinoza's pantheism, Locke's behavioral psychology, Hegel's negative dialectics, Darwin's
evolutionism, Dewey's functionalism, and, not least, modem psychology.
I. COMPARISON WITH PLATO
Whereas Plato can be credited with having invented modem idealism, Aristotle's inductive analysis effectively set the stage for the secular achievement
of the Renaissance almost twenty centuries later. As opposed to Plato's invention of "ideal forms" within a spiritual universe, Aristotle employed empirical analysis applied to the physical universe. His dialectical confrontation
with Plato had been anticipated by the earlier standoff between Anaxagoras'
theory of soul and the various concepts of materialism advanced by preSocratic natural philosophers culminating with Democritus. In the beginning
Aristotle served as a loyal advocate of Plato's spiritual teleology, but he later
pursued a materialist alternative with an emphasis on the "intrinsic order of
nature" as confirmed by empirical evidence. This choice can be illustrated by
his explanation in Generation ofAnimals on the study of bees:
Such appears to be the truth about the generation of bees, judging from theory
and from what are believed to be the facts about them; the facts, however, have
not yet been sufficiently grasped; if ever they are, then credit must be given
rather to observation than to theories, and to theories only if what they affirm
agrees with the observed facts. 4

Aristotle's emphasis on confirmation by factual data elevated speculative
inquiry to a new and more sophisticated level, since it rested upon the close
examination of inductive evidence as opposed to supposedly fixed "truths"
that were otherwise unsubstantiated.
One can only speculate how long it took for Aristotle to realize that he
preferred the various assumptions of pre-Socratic philosophers to Plato's
concept of transcendence. By the time he wrote Physics Aristotle seems to
have almost entirely abandoned Platonism, but at this point his use of preSocratic natural philosophy might not have yet reached its final stage, as
suggested by his later choice to accept Melissus' concept of spatial and
temporal infinitude, a stance entirely different from his earlier hostility. 5
Plato's successful invention of metaphysics rested on Anaxagoras' theory
of universal mind which was in tum inspired by Parmenides as well as
Heraclitus' concept of Logos. In contrast, Aristotle sought what amounted to
a more inclusive synthesis of pre-Socratic philosophy. His materialist per-
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spective benefitted from the theoretical achievement of the Milesian school
as well as the holistic perspective of the Eleatic school that included Melissus. Other influences to be found in Physics were (l) the concept of conflict
in process inspired by Heraclitus; (2) the holistic concepts of matter and
incessant motion inspired by Anaximander, Anaximenes and Diogenes Apollonius: (3) the concept of spheres inspired by Pythagoras and Xenophanes,
(4) the concept of cyclical inertia inspired by both Heraclitus and Empedocles; and even (5) the reluctant acceptance of atomism featured by Leucippus
and Democritus. Aristotle's variety of sources might seem to have been
unabashedly eclectic, yet in the end he achieved an unprecedented synthesis
in the simple--even stark--concept of mass in motion, a far more functional
explanation of the universe than anything yet proposed. Whereas Plato had
featured the perpetual motion of soul in Laws X, Aristotle featured "mass in
perpetual motion," a concept more amenable to modem science.
That Aristotle emphasized pre-Socratic materialism to a much greater
extent than Plato is also indicated by comparing citations in their respective
standard editions both on an absolute and relative basis. For example, once
the number of Aristotle's indexed citations are compared with those of Plato,
a considerable imbalance in references becomes obvious pertaining to Anaximander (7 vs. 0), Anaximenes (8 vs. l ), Xenophanes ( 11 vs. 0), Pythagoras
and the Pythagoreans (73 vs. 7), Zeno (21 vs. 5), Empedocles (98 vs. 2),
Melissus (18 vs. 2), Leucippus (13 vs. 0), Diogenes of Apollonia (5 vs. 0).
Aristotle's total exceeds that of Plato even for Anaxagoras (64 vs.17), and, as
to be expected, Democritus (55 vs. 0) and reveal a considerable imbalance.
Plato's citations tum out to be more plentiful only for Thales (7 vs. 7),
Parmenides (23 vs. 22), and Heraclitus (32 vs. 22). Altogether, the disparity
between their totals, Aristotle's 430 citations as opposed to Plato's 86 citations, involves roughly a 5-1 ratio. In addition, natural philosophers who
were Plato's contemporaries-including Melissus, Democritus, and Diogenes of Apollonia-were virtually ignored in his dialogues. In contrast,
Aristotle referred to Plato himself 119 times and Plato's mentor Socrates 45
times. Aristotle was willing to take their assumptions into account but without overlooking pre-Socratic natural philosophy. In effect, Plato ignored
most of the earlier philosophers except for Anaxagoras and his suggestion of
the transcendent concept of soul, whereas Aristotle "resurrected" the other
major pre-Socratic natural philosophers by advocating a broad functional
concept of the universe on a strictly physical basis.
Even Aristotle and Plato's respective modes of thought and expression
suggest the difference between their philosophies. Aristotle's inductive persistence necessitated a prose style more specific and intricate than that of
most of the ancient poets and prophets who depended on broad repetitive
epithets as well as an almost endless conjunctive sequence such as "and then,
and then," or "Yes, oh Socrates." In contrast, Aristotle's sentences feature
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lucid complexity taken to its appropriate limit and sometimes beyond. This
may be observed, for example, in his explanation of the earth as a sphere
with weight (or gravity) based upon Melissus' theory of mass in light of
Pythagoras' emphasis on mathematical exactitude:
[The earth' s] shape must necessarily be spherical. For every portion of earth
has weight until it reaches the centre, and the jostling of parts greater and
smaller would bring about not a waved surface, but rather compression and
convergence of part and part until the centre is reached . . . . If, on the one hand,
there were a similar movement from each quarter of the extremity to the single
centre, it is obvious that the resulting mass would be similar on every side. For
if an equal amount is added on every side the extremity of the mass will be
equidistant from its centre, i.e. the figure will be spherical. 6

In translation this brief passage is held together by the connecting words,
(1) necessarily, (2) For, (3) not, (4) but rather, (5) If, . .. it is obvious that,
and (6) For if . .. will be. Apparently aware of speculative inquiry by
Eudoxus, Heraclides, and other contemporary naturalists whose astronomical
findings undoubtedly superseded the philosophical assumptions of Pythagoras and Melissus, Aristotle was nevertheless able to propose a credible explanation of the physical forces as well as taking into account the concepts of
mass, gravity, and the spherical structure of heavenly bodies that anticipated
and were later confirmed by Newtonian physics.
In contrast, Plato's explanation of the earth's spherical shape a few
decades earlier certainly provided a picturesque but far more speculative
explanation:
There are many hollow places all round the earth, places of every shape and
size, into which the water and mist and air have collected. But the earth itself is
as pure as the starry heaven in which it lies, and which is called aether by most
of our authorities. The water, mist, and air are the dregs of this aether, and they
are continually draining into the hollow places in the earth. 7

Plato accepted the Pythagorean assumption that the earth has a spherical
shape, but his simplistic description was almost irrelevant to any explanation
of the physical formation of the earth. Aristotle's analysis provided a precise
description of the earth's shape and matter, while Plato' s description leaves
open the possibility of a celestial origin of its water supply. With considerable serendipity, Plato accidentally may have been partly right, as recent
scientific research indicates that clouds of ice specks from outer space may
have produced a significant amount of the earth's water. Still, Aristotle' s
explanation involved careful analysis as confirmed by both logic and modem
geology. To this extent, at least, their two styles may be compared, though
they exemplify two entirely different visions of cosmology.
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Substantial differences between Plato and Aristotle's texts and respective
audiences also bear an impact on their modem interpretations. First since
ancient times, there has been a far more continuous history of the acceptance
of Plato's texts. Their indicated order might not exactly duplicate the chronological sequence of their composition by Plato, but over the centuries there
seems consensus on their general unity, and their ideas were later deemed
acceptable by the Catholic ecumenical councils at Nicaea, Ephesus, and Constantinople. In contrast, Aristotle's ideas seem to have become more complicated as he grew older, especially pertaining to the issue of religion. Physics,
for example, provided his first sustained analysis on cosmology, followed by
Metaphysics, which seems to have been compiled as a loose collection of
essays in response to issues raised in Physics. Ironically, the book's title
seems to have been intended to indicate this intention-beyond (or additional
to) the topic of physics- rather than a new and different field of inquiry on
transcendental matters. In fact, the title seems to have invented the field, not
the other way around. Other dislocations become obvious in exploring the
separate chapters, some of which are important. Moreover, there are substantial variations among the chapters. Aristotle both formulated theory and
seems to have sought out additional sources in doing this, and the overall
effect suggests continuous modification on his part until his flight from Athens.
A brief and often overlooked two-sentence summary by Plutarch of Aristotle's cosmology helps in sorting out the sequence of his texts. Plutarch
identified exactly two texts by Aristotle, De Caelo and De Anima, as primary
sources on cosmology as a field of inquiry. Plutarch then went on to supplement these with comparable works by Aristotle's followers and disciples
connected with the Lyceum. He specifically identified four disciples who
could be linked with Aristotle's cosmology--Theophrastus, Strato, Heracleides, and Dicaearchus. Like Aristotle, according to Plutarch, these disciples "constantly challenged Plato's transcendental philosophy, contradicting
him about the most fundamental and far-reaching questions relevant to natural philosophy." 8 Unfortunately, their texts no longer exist, so Aristotle's
perspective stands alone today in its commitment to secular cosmology. In
effect an entire field of inquiry dedicated to the holistic investigation of the
physical universe on a secular basis was eradicated except for the writings of
Aristotle. 9 Why, one asks, did Plutarch omit both Physics and Metaphysics
from his list? The most obvious explanation would be that they consisted of
complex preliminary assessments superseded by more outspoken secular
analysis.
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II. CHRISTIAN INTERPOLATIONS
For modem readers a second difficulty in the interpretation of Aristotle's
writings is the presence throughout his works of forged passages-interpolations-especially in texts that might otherwise express a secular viewpoint.
Unlike Plato's dialogues that were generally compatible both with contemporary beliefs and with Christian theology, Aristotle's theory necessitated the
effort to obscure or eliminate secular passages at odds with received religious
assumptions. Offending secular passages could be eradicated, as many undoubtedly were (for example Aristotle's essay upon Democritus), but scribes
also salvaged other texts of possible value to their beliefs by adding brief
segments of their own to render Aristotle compatible with Christian doctrine.
There is little or no evidence available today how and why this happened, but
this expedient seems to have primarily been undertaken when Aristotle's
works were finally translated into Latin during the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. With their added interpolations, these texts ceased to be treated as
unacceptable ventures in impiety. Today, these editorial modifications often
are obvious, especially those that refer to a single god with a capital "G" or
that become exultant in their declarations of piety. Most can be recognized
by careful readers, but others will probably continue to go unnoticed until a
statistical analysis of Aristotle's style is sufficiently advanced to identify and
eliminate them. As a measure of Aristotle's importance, no other author in
western tradition has been saddled with so many counterfeit inclusions to
prevent the destruction of his writings.
Today these anachronistic pronouncements often stand out. An example
is this interpolation from Nicomachean Ethics:
We assume the gods to be above all other beings blessed and happy . . . .
Therefore the activity of God, which surpasses all others in blessedness, must
be contemplative; and of human activities, therefore, that which is most akin to
this must be most of the nature of happiness." lO

Who is we? Also, the repeated conjunction of "blessed" and "happy," the
praise of contemplative behavior, the mixed reference to God and gods, the
singular reference to God's "activity," and the notion of such an activity
"surpassing" another in "blessedness" suggest an anachronistic expression of
an entirely different and more orthodox religious perspective.
The same problem arises in Eudemian Ethics, in which three references to
god are polytheistic, two are monotheistic, and the sixth seems to have been
Platonic in suggesting the soul as God. The logic of one particular interpolation, for example, is entirely at odds with Aristotle's earlier description in De
Anima of mind and intelligence as opposed to a transcendent vision of god(s)
that primarily involves the soul:
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The object of our search is this-what is the commencement of movement in
the soul? The answer is clear: as in the universe, so in the soul, it is god. For in
a sense the divine element in us moves everything. The starting-point of reasoning is not reasoning, but something greater. What, then, could be greater
even than knowledge and intellect but god? 11

Almost completely at odds with Aristotle's philosophy, this passage consists of an abrupt sequence of five short sentences with an average of twelve
words apiece that differs from Aristotle's more convoluted analytic style.
Moreover, the concept of soul in this passage might be both compact and
even persuasive, but it completely deviates from Aristotle's explanation
throughout De Anima, where the soul [i.e. consciousness] is often identified
not with any kind of a god, but instead with consciousness shared by animals
as well as human beings. 12
Another example, an even more blatant interpolation is the following
passage steeped in monotheistic certitude:
Moreover, life belongs to God. For the actuality of thought is life, and God is
that actuality; and the essential actuality of God is most good and eternal. We
hold, then, that God is a living being, eternal, most good; and therefore life and
a continuous external existence belong to God; for that is what God is. 13

Once again both the syntax and strained piety in combination clearly
deviate from the articulate complexity to be expected of Aristotle. Moreover,
the anachronistic reference to a monotheistic "God," with a capital "G," is
repeated five times for rhetorical effect, and the inverted noun phrase, "life
most good and eternal," is followed by another rhetorical flourish that is even
more noticeably inverted, "eternal, most good." "Most" indeed! This emphatic effect is then redoubled by a final righteous deduction, "for this is
what God is." Also, the rhetorical emphasis terminating with the word "God"
closely resembles the wording of the passage already quoted from Eudemian
Ethics-"What, then, could be greater even than knowledge and intellect but
god?" 14 It seems likely that Christian scribes were responsible for these
interpolations. Such liberties might well have been useful in preserving Aristotle's philosophy during the late Middle Ages, but they pose difficulties for
thoughtful modem readers. Still, the very fact that medieval scribes resorted
to this intrusiveness confirms their recognition that Aristotle's perspective
might otherwise be interpreted as blasphemy. We can be grateful for their
success in preventing the destruction of Aristotle's works, but their changes
should be recognized.
Other interpolations suggest miracles, an afterlife, and other modes of
intervention by God (or gods) in addition to the concept of initial creationism. Quite the opposite, however, Aristotle featured in his mature cosmological writings an infinite physical universe devoid of supernatural intervention.
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He might have considered the possibility of an unmoved mover in Books VII
and VIII of Physics and later in Book XII of Metaphysics, but his later
arguments suggest otherwise, especially in his final texts upon cosmology.
For the close reader the detection of interpolations becomes almost a sport.
They seem to crop up wherever Aristotle's argument suggests secular possibilities, as for example in De Caelo, On Generation and Corruption, and
De Anima. They may be found most often at the beginning of such texts and
within the proximity of especially controversial passages.
III. PHYSICS
Aristotle's first major work pertaining to cosmology and supernatural authority was undoubtedly Physics, a text in which he confirmed his abandonment
of Platonic doctrine while formulating his own. His basic arguments appear
in the first chapter of Book I, in which the second sentence simply declares,
"For we do not think that we know a thing until we are acquainted with its
primary causes or first principles, and have carried our analysis as far as its
elements." In his second chapter he summarizes a variety of theories of the
pre-Socratic philosophers, and finally suggests his own, "We ... must take
for granted that the things that exist by nature are, either all or some of them
in motion-which is indeed made plain by induction." 15 As suggested by this
sentence alone, Aristotle's concept of "things in motion" anticipated his full
explanation in De Caelo and On Generation and Corruption. He mostly
ignores Plato in the chapter and seems to refer to him as having been among
"the later [or more recent] of the ancient thinkers" who were bothered by the
comparison between "one and the many." Also, his oxymoronic implications
of "the more recent of the ancient thinkers" suggests the possibility of irony
at the expense of Plato. 16 In Book III of Physics Aristotle concedes the
seemingly harmless abstract definition of the whole as "the whole that from
which nothing is wanting." 17 However, he attributes the principle to the
physical universe in its entirety rather than the spiritual dimension emphasized by Plato.
Aristotle criticizes the static limitations of both Parmenides and Melissus'
respective models of the universe for emphasizing undifferentiated spiritual
and material infinitude. "We physicists on the other hand," he insists, "must
take for granted that the things that exist by nature are, either all or some of
them, in motion-which is indeed made plain by induction." 18 This aspect of
Aristotle's theory becomes the central consideration in his later text, De
Caelo , where his concept of motion is expanded to apply to all aspects of the
universe and linked with the concept of matter. Aristotle traces this emphasis
to the earlier theories of so-called "physicists"--or "natural philosophers"-such as Heraclitus, Anaximenes, Empedocles, and even Anaxagoras. He also
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suggests a fundamental aspect they share, which is that whatever predominates in its early manifestation is more likely to produce an alternative that
somehow occurs as its opposite. These before-and-after phases can be identified as sequential "contraries:" Suggestive of Heraclitus (as well as Hegel
many centuries later), Aristotle explains that, "Everything, therefore, that
comes to be by a natural process is either a contrary or a product of contraries." 19 He specifies, however, that this strictly relates to process, and he goes
on to illustrate this dynamic with his abstract definition of evolution, "that
there must always be an underlying something, namely that which becomes ... " 20 Process effectively involves transition from one stage to another, necessarily its successor, and essential to this transition is difference
that somehow amounts to negation.
In Book II, Aristotle mentions the possibility of a first cause of the whole
universe, and he links its origin with spontaneity and chance as earlier suggested by Hesiod. However, he also suggests the possibility that intelligence
was a later product of the universe. Aristotle goes on to propose four materialist categories: (1) matter, (2) form, (3) mover, and (4) final outcome ("that
for the sake of which"). 21 The second, third, and fourth of these categories
possibly suggests the influence of a God or gods, but Aristotle does not
venture to offer such an explanation. Instead, he mentions organized spontaneity "in a fitting way" as selective intelligence imbedded in nature rather
than from outside by supernatural authority. If anything, the concept of matter in motion combines form's organization of matter with motion as· the
agent of change, and with a result stable enough that change has been controlled. There is a plateau effect afterwards that persists until change catches
up with possibilities once again. As suggested by David Sedley, author of
Creationism and its Critics in Antiquity, and others, this portion of Book II
effectively sets the stage for the more specific analysis of Book VIII relevant
to metaphysical considerations.
Aristotle explores the likelihood of infinitude in greater depth in Book III.
He accepts the received concept of endlessness as "uncreatable" and indestructible, and he goes on to propose the existence of an imperishable universe as a necessary consequence of infinity. However, he also proposes that
the physical attraction which is now identified as gravity resists the effect of
infinitude, since a body "has a natural locomotion towards the center if it is
heavy, and upwards ifit is light." 22 Things of more weight displace things of
less weight, and these get thrust upwards as a result--just as water fills the sea
and air exists above water.
In Book IV Aristotle challenges the concept of atoms suspended in a void
as proposed by Democritus, but he does so without mentioning atomism or
its proponent by name. Instead, he rejects the possible existence of a void by
insisting on the necessity that "everything which is, is body." [sic] The supposed non-existence of air, for example, involves relatively low density as
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opposed to Democritus' notion of empty space that separates atoms. Aristotle's emphasis on mass in motion accordingly depends on the concept of
spatial continuity as opposed to Democritus' concept of atomism that was
based on the assumption that atoms are suspended in space, which itself was
basically-effectively "a place with nothing in it." 23 Toward the end of his
argument, however, Aristotle seems to concede the possibility of synthesis
based on the assumption of movement among bodies that make room for one
another. 24
Books IV through VI of Physics concern such issues as void, motion,
time, matter, and the immovable with little obvious relevance to the question
whether God or gods play any transcendent role in human affairs. Book IV
Section 6 is certainly useful in helping to explain the presumably godless
concepts of the void by the atomists Leucippus and Democritus as well as
Melissus and the Pythagoreans. Also possibly relevant is the discussion linking soul with time in Physics, Book V Section 14. However, it is not until
Book VI Section 6 that Aristotle returns to the task of showing that motion in
the universe could never have had a full beginning and so, as suggested by
Parmenides, there was no need for a prime mover for creation to take place.
In modem terms, of course, the concept of a so-called Big Bang might seem
to justify the notion of creationism on a strictly material basis, but this possibility supposedly occurs in a far bigger celestial realm in which countless
similar cosmic events take place on a more inclusive scale. Thus Aristotle's
assumption, perhaps inspired by Anaximander and Heraclitus still remains
credible, that everything in motion "must have been in motion before ... so a
thing cannot be becoming without having become or have become without
having been becoming." 25 Excluded from this paradox is religious creationism, the concept of an abrupt initial transition from total void to sudden
existence produced by an agent that always existed without becoming. Such
a concept of privileged creation is excluded from Aristotle's list of credible
alternatives.
It seems accepted among modem scholars that Book VII is probably
inauthentic, and in fact its arguments differ significantly from most everything Aristotle says elsewhere in Physics.
On the other hand, Book VIII, the final and longest book in Physics,
culminates with a paradoxical summary that can be interpreted any number
of ways. The basic choice, however, is between (a) accepting the initial
creation of the universe by a God or gods and (b) rejecting this possibility in
favor of the universe's eternal existence without the need for any kind of a
creator as already suggested by Melissus. The first paragraph of Book VIII
declares this essential choice with full clarity but makes no effort to identify
a creator able to initiate motion. The basic question, Aristotle suggests, is
simply whether existence preceded motion:
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Was there ever a becoming of motion before which it had no being, and is it
perishing again so as to leave nothing in motion? Or are we to say that it never
had any becoming and is not perishing, but always was and always will be? ls
it in fact an immortal never-failing property of things that are, a sort of life as it
were to all naturally constituted things? 26

Aristotle cites the pre-Socratic philosophers Empedocles and Anaxagoras
as having accepted the premise of eternal existence, and he later suggests he
could have easily added all the rest of the philosophers preceeding Plato to
the list, since he had exclusively featured initial creation as a necessary
aspect of the physical universe. Moreover, Aristotle explained, "Plato alone
asserts the creation of time," on the assumption that it began when the universe did. 27 This seemingly harmless concept suggests the need to renew preSocratic natural philosophy after its rejection by Socrates and Plato, who
themselves sought a credible alternative to the dubious multitude of gods and
goddesses featured by Homer and Hesiod. While Plato seems to have been
tolerant of creationism, early natural philosophers as well as Aristotle rejected this. As implied by Aristotle, the alternative to perpetual existence
depends on the simple assumption that "before this first change [whatever it
might consist of] there will be a previous change. " 28 Thus, endless time both
before and after predominates, as emphasized by Parmenides, and therefore
perpetual motion without an absolute beginning becomes credible.
At this juncture in the text, Aristotle declares his intention to refute all
seemingly valid arguments at odds with his own: "The arguments that may
be advanced against this position [an endless universe without a creator] are
not difficult to dispose of." 29 However, Aristotle's analysis becomes quite
confusing at this point, perhaps intentionally so. He mounts credible alternative arguments in explaining motion relevant to the existence of God (or
gods), and it becomes difficult, if not impossible, to determine what he
himself believes beyond his earlier assurance that he concurs with pre-Socratic physicists.
Among his arguments, Aristotle turns to the more specific hypothetical
concept of a first mover, one of the primary traits often assigned to godhead:
And here it is sufficient to assume only one "movent," the first of unmoved
things, which being eternal will be the principle of motion in everything
else. 30

On this basis the involvement of a single God might seem credible in
explaining motion at every level of manifestation. However, Aristotle complicates his analysis by once again emphasizing the involvement of cyclical
motion:
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Rotatory locomotion is prior to rectilinear locomotion, because it is more
simple and complete. . . . Rotatory motion can be external; but no other
motion, whether locomotion or motion of any other kind, can be so, since in all
of them rest must occur, and with the occurrence of rest the motion has perished. 31

Based on the unavoidable necessity of circularity, Aristotle reduces the
function and identity of an unmoved first mover to a disposable agent that
otherwise lacks physical existence. According to Aristotle, the seemingly
contradictory explanation of such a supernatural agent devoid of motion (e.g.
the received concept of God or gods) turns out to depend on two basic
principles mentioned in adjacent sentences that are easily overlooked: "Nothing finite can possess an infinite force . So it is also impossible for a finite
force to reside in an infinite magnitude." 32 Here one might object that all
finite forces in fact do occupy at least a portion of infinitude as well as
exerting a miniscule portion of infinite force. On the other hand, this constraint would seem to eliminate any kind of finite authority for a supposedly
infinite God. Simply enough, whatever God can be identified as "all" is
neither visible nor effective in interceding in human affairs.
Aristotle concludes his analysis- and the text of Physics in its entirety-by suggesting the likelihood of a perpetual universe lacking both a beginning
and an end, and therefore necessarily without the authority of godhead identified as "the mover." This he maintains in an involuted deductive argument-effectively a loose version of sorites that brings Physics to a close:
We have now already proved that it is impossible for a finite magnitude to
have an infinite force, and also that it is impossible for a thing to be moved by
a finite magnitude during an infinite time. But the first "movent" causes a
motion that is eternal and does cause it during an infinite time. It is clear,
therefore, that the first "movent" is indivisible and is without parts and without
magnitude. 33

Finally, he concedes that godhead might exist, but only if its indivisible
lack of magnitude does not manifest itself. As a result, at least by implication, it does not play an active role in human affairs. Aristotle's elaborate use
of logic obviously serves two purposes: first in declaring the improbability of
the god concept in light of cosmic circumstances he has already described,
and second in obscuring his necessarily controversial assumption with extraordinary effectiveness. He both excludes from consideration the concept
of a personal God who created the universe in its entirety and rejects the
more abstract concept of a first (or primary) motion that initiates and then
dominates existence. Instead he suggests the infinite physical determinism of
an endless self-sufficient universe as taken for granted in his later texts, De
Caelo , On Generation and Corruption, and De Anima.
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IV. METAPHYSICS
Metaphysics is often considered Aristotle's major effort to link religion with
philosophy. It was undoubtedly written after Physics as indicated by at least
three internal references to Physics. 34 Moreover, as far as can be determined,
Aristotle's first editor, Andronicus of Rhodes, invented the title Metaphysics
in order to indicate an assortment of issues pertaining to physics rather than
"above" or "beyond" it, and the prefix "meta" apparently meant "additional
to," not "transcendent." Aristotle himself used the words "divine science"
when referring to the study of spiritual matters. Moreover, Andronicus omitted a portion of the text that specifically dealt with the explanation of God's
existence in the original edition of Book 12 (described as "Lamda"). This
chapter's later insertion might well have been performed by somebody else.
In Book I of Metaphysics, Aristotle characterizes his inquiry as a divine
science about the power of God-notably a single God rather than a polytheistic assortment of gods. However, his argument in this passage is so convoluted that it requires close analysis to disclose its secular implications. The
Ross translation reads as follows:
For the science which it would be most meet for God to have is a divine
science, and so is any science that deals with divine objects ... for God is
thought to be among the causes of all things and to be a first principle, and
such a science either God alone can have, or God above all others. All the
sciences, indeed are more necessary than this, but none is better. 35

Here Aristotle seems to have resorted to irony. A monotheistic God is
mentioned four times with a capital "G," and the remark, "God is thought to
be, etc." suggests possible disagreement about such a likelihood. Moreover,
the word better might signify superior knowledge, but it could also suggest
an entirely different meaning, "more useful among religious believers." The
Tredennick translation of this passage in the Loeb classics contains several
modifications that convey this ambivalence. For example, the wording of"all
believe that God is one of the causes . . . " supplants "God is thought to be
among the causes ... " Tredennick's version also suggests shared certitude
about the existence of gods, whereas Ross's version suggests the possibility
of doubt. This difference bears significant implications. In both translations
Aristotle also compares poetry with divine science (his wording for metaphysics) as two acceptable modes of expression because they serve a purpose
at least as important as the truth-on one hand as heightened poetic experience, and on the other as moral improvement through religious belief. Both
translations acknowledge transcendent poetic liberties that Aristotle ascribes
to poets, "bards tell many a lie," followed by his quick assurance that divine
science is "most honourable" (or "precious") and therefore perhaps a better
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and more valuable distortion of truth than poetry. But Aristotle seems unclear
in explaining himself, letting the reader extend its application to divine science as well as poetry in the sense that both exemplify his much later suggestion in De Anima that men "often act contrary to knowledge in obedience to
their imaginings."36
Aristotle brings the passage to a close by contrasting metaphysics with
"more necessary" sciences, presumably including the various fields of inquiry that he himself encouraged at the time. On this basis he apparently feels
justified in differentiating divine science from the pursuit of verifiable truth.
This entire passage seems cluttered with ambiguity because of his effort to be
both accurate and socially acceptable in the same context.
Aristotle's respect for the study of religion also seems questionable in
Book III when he characterizes believers, " ... the people who said there are
gods, but in human form ... were positing nothing but eternal men." 37 Also,
he suggests in Book VI of Metaphysics a necessary choice between science
and metaphysics as one's "first philosophy." He argues that natural science
would be the "first science" if nature entirely consists of substance, but as
suggested later by Simplicius, he concedes the possible transcendent existence of an "immovable substance" such as the soul, whereby divine science
would necessarily predominate. 38
According to Simplicius, Aristotle considers God to be either mind (i.e.
Plato's version of existence) or something beyond mind (for example the
physical universe itself). 39 Aristotle does not explore this choice in depth in
Metaphysics, but he does acknowledges the possibility of a strictly physical
realm "beyond mind," in other words different from mind as explained by his
later treatises De Caelo, Generation and Corruption, and De Anima.
In Book XII, Aristotle more specifically concedes the value of popular
religion as a sincere tradition "in the form of a myth" worthy of esteem on
this basis alone. He describes early pantheistic assumptions with obvious
disdain but suggests his own willingness to accommodate the "persuasion of
the multitude" relevant to its needs:
Our forefathers in the most remote ages have handed down to us their posterity
a tradition, in the form of a myth, that these bodies are gods and that the divine
encloses the whole of nature. The rest of the tradition has been added later in
mythical forms with a view to the persuasion of the multitude ... [But] these
opinions, with others, have been preserved until the present like relics. 40

The word "multitude" seems to have been the preferred translation of
anthropopoedeis, the word he specifically used in ancient Greek, but at least
one translation, by Tredennick, goes so far as to substitute the more pejorative epithet, "the vulgar." 41 The implied disdain for the populace apparently
reflects Aristotle's attitude toward its customary religious belief.
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Aristotle also contrasts Plato's doctrine of an unmoved mover with his
own assumption that he shared with most pre-Socratic natural philosophers:
"That nothing comes to be out of that which is not, but everything out of that
which is, is a dogma common to nearly all the natural philosophers." 42 This
assumption about a universe without beginning had already been proposed
by Parmenides, Melissus, and even Aristotle himself. Aside from the question of its validity, what is important in this context is that Aristotle himself
assumed its validity and by doing so reaffirmed his willingness as a natural
philosopher able to accept the notion of temporal infinitude.
Book XII provides Aristotle's "only systematic essay in theology" in his
entire writings, and its analysis of religion seems to bear little relevance to
any other portion of his work as acknowledged by David Ross, the editor-inchief of the Aristotle ' s standard Oxford edition. 43 Moreover, Aristotle's specific arguments on religion can be found in sections 6-10 of Book XII, where
a substantially different level of interpretation seems to prevail. 44 What appears to be his sole concern at this point, the possibility of God's existence,
occupies not more than about eight pages, and his principal three arguments
may be listed according to their apparently umesolved contradictions:
So the unmovable first mover is one both in definition and in number; so too,
therefore is that which is moved always and continuously; therefore there is
one heaven [i.e. transcendent space] alone. 45
We must consider also in which of two ways the nature of the universe contains the good and the highest good, whether as something separate and by
itself, or as the order of the parts. . . . And all things are ordered together
somehow, but not all alike .. . 4 6
In all things the good is in the highest degree a principle. The school we first
mentioned [Platonism?] is right in saying that it is a principle, but how the
good is a principle they do not say- whether as end or as mover or as form. 47

In their implications, all three of these passages essential to Aristotle's supposed proof of God's existence in Metaphysics seem contradictory, and now
and again their cumbersome wording suggests heavy interpolation. Aristotle
also appears to revert to Platonism in his effort to explain the actual governance of the universe based on religion, and seemingly in accord with Plato,
he suggests God's sacred role as the ultimate agent of all thought dependent
on the effectively tautological assumption, "Throughout eternity is the
thought which has itself for its object." 48 Aristotle also suggests Plato's cosmology when he identifies transcendent virtue with God, "In all things the
good is in the highest degree a principle." Here Aristotle's agreement seems
a later interpolation. Its prose is simplistic and steeped in Platonic idealism
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essential to Christian cosmology not to be found elsewhere in Aristotle's
texts.
In Section 10, the final portion of Book 12, Aristotle ends his brief treatment of religion by listing what seems a variety of issues that remain unsolved. In regard to the concept of the soul he suggests the need to explain
the "motive principle" as something different from thought itself. He asks
why some things perish and others do not, but also how there can be an
infinite process of becoming as later featured by his theory of motion in De
Caelo. Moreover, he questions how wisdom can be the highest knowledge if
we are not particularly wise or well-informed, and he almost seems willing to
jettison the primary assumptions of Metaphysics in light of natural philosophy: "If besides sensible things no others exist, there will be no first principle, no order, no becoming, no heavenly bodies." 49 It turns out that nonsensible "things" might exist at what seems a spiritual level, but strictly
pertaining to the physical universe including human behavior as suggested by
Aristotle's later analysis in De Anima. That the last chapter of Metaphysics
culminates with a list of mixed considerations presumably deserving of further inquiry almost seems intended to suggest Aristotle's relative indifference about the assumptions he took into account throughout Metaphysics.

